
-Select one of the black and white images
-Open the black and white image in Photoshop

     

-DO NOT unlock the Background layer
-Keep it locked and labeled Background

              

-Use the selection tools to select an area of the 
image to color
*Use either Magic Wand, Magnetic Lasso, or 
Quick Selection to get the “dancing ants”

                 

*Remember when using the Magnetic Lasso 
that you must click back on the starting 
point for it to form a selection (dancing 
ants)

-Once you have a selection (dancing ants)

    

-Go into Quick Mask to make sure the selection 
is clean and neat.. Paint black or white with a 
hard brush to clean up any messy areas

       

-Create a new Layer for each different color area

     

Photoshop Black & White to Color Photo



-Pick a realistic color from the Swatches 
Window

    

-With the new layer highlighted in the Layers 
Window, hold Alt + Delete to fill the selection in 
with a color

              

*Remember do not paint any color on the 
original black and white image

-The selection will fill with the color -Select a Color Mode on the Layers Window that 
makes the filled color look realistic.  Can choose 
from Multiply, Overlay, Color or any of the options 
that make the image look good

         

Photoshop Black & White to Color Photo



-Deselect (Command + D) to make the 
“dancing ants” selection go away.

-Adjust Opacity on the Layers Window if need to 
blend the color any further

           

-Adjusting the Opacity a little will give a more 
natural look to the image

-Label the layer in the Layers Window

       

-Click on the Background layer in the Layers 
Window and use a selection tool to select the 
next area on the image to color

                  

-Repeat the process to completely change the 
black and white image to a full color image.

*Remember each different area of color must 
have a different layer

Photoshop Black & White to Color Photo


